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Lean-Out

Deadlines
Issue Date Deadline
January, 1993 November 16, 1992
March, 1993 January 18, 1993
May, 1993 March 15, 1993

Dear Sidecarist,
Today is the last of September, 1992, and I'm

attempting to get the final pages put together on this
issue of the SIDECARIST.

I also have to say I have some concern about how
this issue will get out to people, due to the fact that we
are going back to bulk mailing. Since this is the
November-December issue, it is my hope that a three
week time frame will be enough to allow the issue to
reach USCA members about the first of November. In
any event, it will be interesting to see how it all works
out.
Voting

As you will see elsewhere in this issue, and I will
mention it again here, the voting address published in
the last issue, was wrong. Fact is, it was wrong in the
May-June issue that I picked it up from, but nobody
had mentioned it until too late. The point being, USCA
is trying to be democratic and encourage the member-
ship to participate in electing USDA officers. It would
be a shame if a simple error prevented this from
happening, so if you sent in a nomination before, send
another copy to the correct address which is: USCA
Nomination Committee, Larry DeVos, 2208 S.
Jefferson, Muncie, IN 47302.

While this will be a Holiday issue of the SIDE-
CARIST, it sure hasn't seemed like that, with produc-
tion going on in September and the temperatures
running in the 90s and 100s here in southern Califor-
nia. However, I figure I'd best not let the Season slip by
without at least mentioning a Season's Greetings to
you, the reader.

The sidecar rig pictured here, is a section of an
official Harley-Davidson copyrighted card, sold in sets
of 10 for $8 at your local H-D parts department. Cliff,
my local parts man at Chuck Holenda's El Cajon shop,
tells me that this particular card seems to have been
dropped from the current catalog, but has been replaced
with another sidecar in the snow scene, suitable for
sending to your sidecaring friends. This is just my
sneaky way of slipping in a greeting and a plug for H-
D, since they went to the trouble to produce a card with
a sidecar on it.

Since this issue could arrive by Halloween, and
since some folks are curious about what I and my rig
look like, I'll toss in another photo.

Smile? Whadda ya mean smile?! I AM smiling!
Sidecars and motorcycles are serious fun.
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Letters
Dear Editor

We received the SIDECARIST yesterday, and it is
really a pleasure to get a good magazine again. I think you
did a great job and believe it will help the cause of USCA.

Thanks for the nice work on the '92 Rally, which we
held here. It did sound like they had a good time. That was
what we were working for.

We have one problem with the full page thank you to
California Sidecar, which you ran right in the middle of the
rally info. We did not even get the time of day from them, just
a note this year and a hang up on the phone.

The thank you ad makes it look like we received a
sidecar or trailer from them, which we did not, and that we
must have saved it for ourselves, which was not the case.
They do not deserve the ad. The members must be told that
we did not get anything from them. Only a trailer from
Motorvation Engineering, which they gave gladly to the
USCA Rally.

Would you please make this clear to the members of
the USCA so that they do not think that we cheated them out
of a sidecar or trailer.

Thank you, Bruce Shaeffer, Evansdale, IA

[A copy of this letter was sent to CA Sidecar, asking if
they cared to reply or make comment. No reply was ever
received. Also, an earlier letter went to CA Sidecar, request-
ing a new ad.

No new ad was ever received. If no ad appears in this,
or the next issue of the SIDECARIST, it is because it was felt
that the ad was misleading, had been requested to be re-
placed, twice, and no action was taken -- Ed.]

Dear Editor
First of all, let me thank you for a great news letter/

magazine. I was beginning to -wonder whatever happened to
the USCA and the SIDECARIST. Last I heard was back at
the beginning of this year. Welcome back and much success
with your new/old endeavor.

Hans Sprenker, Pawling, NY

To whom it may concern,
1. I was both shocked and delighted to receive a

SIDECARIST in the mail today. This is my second issue

mailed directly to me in 12 months. One other issue, Jan.-
Feb., I believe, was mailed to me personally by your Presi-
dent, after I had complained about not receiving but one
issue! When you are the editor to a club magazine, you have a
responsibility to club members/readers.

If you are unable to fulfill that charge for any reason,
then there should be another club member to take over the
responsibility; even if it is just on an interim basis. Your club
is collecting money from members and they expect to receive
their small publication in return as part of the contract. I think
you justifiably owe any member who was short-changed
issues, an equivalent credit on the next year's membership. I
am aware of many other members in the same predicament.

2. Our club has a problem that you have not rectified,
and it is costing us extra postage. Your page showing our club
address is incorrect. Even the HACK'D address is incorrect!
Enclosed you will see photocopies of two separate letters that
addressed this situation; one, a year ago. Please change the
address on the logo, or if that is not possible, try using this [an
enclosed new ad.

I am aware that your club has had problems in the past
year. I do hope that they are sorted out soon and things begin
to run more smoothly.

Sincerely, Bill Wilson, Editor, THE CHAIR, Box 447,
26 William St., Sharon, Ontario, Canada LOG 100.

[If this inept editor has done the paste-up right, the
address is corrected. My apologies for the past errors, the
absence of a publication, and I assure you the USCA Board is
looking hard at the situation of "what is owed". Please hang in
there..even Dodson at HACK'D sent new art with his correct
address, for this editor to use -- Ed.]

AAAAhhhhhggggh! The WRONG *#@&! address
ran in the last issue, on where to send the voting informa-
tion!!!    Larry DeVos, Muncie, IN

[That's nothing, it was wrong in the issue I picked up
the information from. How come nobody said anything the
first time?! The correct address to send voting information to
is: USCA Nomination Committee

Larry DeVos, 2208 S. Jefferson, Muncie, IN 47302.

If you sent something, send copy again -- Ed.]
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Campout

By Marilyn McManus
Imagine yourself cruising on a scenic

country road with lush green forests, rolling hills,
streams, deer and all sorts of forest creatures
roaming around. Everything is beautiful! You're
glad to be alive and riding your motorcycle and
sidecar. You've packed your camping gear and
are all set to enjoy a fun weekend with your
family and friends. Welcome to the 4th Allegh-
eny Sidecar Campout!

For the fourth year in a row, people have
been coming to the Allegheny Sidecar Campout
at the Black Bear Campground near Lewis Run,
Pennsylvania. During the days of August 7-9,
1992, 141 people came on 51 sidecars and seven
solo motorcycles. Included in this number were
32 children and 33 people from Canada.

People came from Indiana, Maine, Ohio,
Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Virginia, West Virginia, New York,
Pennsylvania and Ontario.

The Fred Huntemans from Mooresville,
Indiana, came the farthest on their motorcycle/
sidecar -- 518 miles with two adults and three
children on one rig!

Hal Fischer's Goldwing and Friendship III sidecar.

Fred and Fran Majka from Springfield,
Massachusetts, won the early bird award; they
arrived Wednesday afternoon, August 5th.

The hard luck award went to Dale White of
Ypsilanti, Michigan, with his Harley motorcycle
and sidecar. Jack Braymer came only 95 miles
from Meadville, Pennsylvania, but he won the
long distance solo award.

Probably Jim and Chris Dodson of
HACK'D Magazine, have done more to promote
sidecaring in the United States than anyone else;
they were presented with a pair of Zippo lighters
with the HACK'D logo on them -- the only two
lighters like them in the world!

Those attending the Allegheny Sidecar
Campout didn't have to do much cooking if they
didn't want to. Friday night, Carol and Art
Massey, hosts, prepared and served a delicious
spaghetti dinner. Saturday morning almost
everyone went on the breakfast run to the Light-
house Restaurant in Bradford, Pennsylvania. A
catered buffet dinner was enjoyed by everyone
on Saturday night, and Sunday morning we woke
up to plenty of donuts, juice and coffee from
6a.m. on.

4th ALLEGHENY SIDECAR CAMPOUT
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There were intermittent rain showers on
Saturday, but that didn't deter the sidecarists from
taking a drive to the Kinzua Dam Visitor Center,
Saturday afternoon, led by host Jim McManus.
Afterwards, they stopped at an ice cream stand
for treats.

Door prizes were given out Saturday night
after dinner. Sunday morning, Hal Fisher of the

Campout..

Carl Johnson from Maine, Art Massey, host of
the campout, and Jim and Chris Dodson,

from HACK'D Magazine.

The evening presentation of awards gets
underway with hosts Jim and Marilyn

NcManus, flanking Art Massey.

Christian Motorcyclists Association, sang a few
songs and gave a short devotional message.

One by one, the sidecar enthusiasts left; the
4th Allegheny Sidecar Campout was over, but
not the memories of good times, interesting
sidecar rigs, and new and renewed friendships
made over the weekend.
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Industrial News
LEGEND

While wandering around at Sturgis, this past
August, I spotted what looked like an old Indian
Sidecar on a Harley. When I got a bit closer, I
spotted the name, "Legend". Later on, I visited
the Champion Sidecar display, across from the
National motorcycle museum and Hall of Fame,
to discover that this was the latest offering from
Champion. The 1992 price list has a base price of
$2,499, which includes motorcycle style wheel,
fully upholstered interior, quick disconnect
mounting hardware, progressive coil damper
suspension, reinforcedfiberglass body construc-
tion and motorcycle style tail and signal lights.

Options include quite a list of items, includ-
ing Champion's Tracking Increment Leanout
Technology at $450.

Specifications are:
Overall width 37 in.
Overall length 83 in.
Net weight 190 lbs.
Ground clearance 8 in.
Hip room 20 in.
Leg room 49 in.
Load capacity 450 lbs.
Tire size MT90-16
Trunk storage 4.5 cu.ft.
For 750cc and up, motorcycles.

For more information, contact Barry Bates,
Champion Sidecars of California, 7442
Mountjoy Dr., Huntington Beach, CA 92648,
(800)875-0949, (714) 847-0949.
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WICHITA SIDECAR AERO
Another new entry into the sidecar world, is

the Aero, made by Wichita Sidecar and Cycle
Works. This sidecar was on display at the USCA
National in Iowa. Listing at a base price of
$3,695, the Aero includes: Cormat reinforced
fiberglass body, standard lighting, tonneau cover,
lift assisted hood, standard windshield, lockable
trunk, passenger compartment carpet.

Specifications are:
Overall length 85 in.
Overall width 34 in.
Height 39 in.
Tread 52-55 in.
Options are a four point mounting and

alignment at $325, or three point mounting and
electric leaner at $650. In addition, numerous
other options are available.

For more information, contact: Wichita
Sidecar and Cycle Works, 559 W. Douglas,
Wichita, KS 67213, (316)264-5155.

Industrial News

Ed Johnson photo.

McLaren Motorcycle Co.
Perhaps you've seen the ads for the

McLaren Motorcycle Company and the sidecar
rig they are importing from China.

I did, back in June, so I wrote for more
information and asked some pointed questions
about the outfit and if it was legal to sell in
California. Since I was going to be in the vicinity
of the importer, I also asked if I could stop by
and take a few photos. No reply.

In August, I sent another letter with copy of
my first letter, saying I get suspicious when I
don't get replies to legitimate questions. No reply.

Now I note that McLaren has dropped the
price on their imported sidecars and have relo-
cated to La Jolla, CA. They have a listed address
of: McLaren Motorcycle Company, 2126
Avenida de la Playa, La Jolla, CA 92037. Phone:
(619)454-0055.

USCA members should be cautioned to get
firm answers to questions, regarding licensing
this combo in their given state.

USCA members are encouraged to write in
with any information on dealings they have had
with McLaren, good or bad.

-- Bob Anderson

McLaren Sidecar
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Everything Else
Annual Pop Dreyer Award

The family of Pop Dreyer have authorized
the use of a memoriam to the esteemed, deceased
sidecarist. It is a traveling trophy containing an
identification logo from a sidecar he had built.

In 1990, the first recipient was Rick
Kieltyka.

In 1991 the recipient was Mitch Goldflies,
MD.

The 1992 recipient is Kurt Liebhaber.

Each year it is awarded to the individual, or
institution, that has contributed significantly the
previous year, to the USCA Sidecar Safety
Program. Liebhaber helped with transportation,
servicing and rigging of SSP school rigs.

NEW VOTING ADDRESS
An error was made (twice) in the address of

where to send voting and nomination material. If
you sent something in, you will° need to send it
again, to this correct address:

USCA Nomination Committee Larry
DeVos, 2208 S. Jefferson, Muncie, IN 47302.

As far as we know, your material will not be
returned nor forwarded from the erroneous
listings in the previous issues, therefore, the need
to send your information again. Thanks for your
patience, some of us don't always play with a full
deck.
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‘tec Report
UNIT LEADING LINK
FORKS FOR A H-D
By Hans Sprenker

A:little over two years ago, I had to undergo
some very major surgery. Having been on solo
bikes most of my life, I faced the prospect of not
being able to ride any longer. Thinking back to my
youth, having been brought up in a sidecar rig (H-
D), I thought this might be the answer to my
problem, wanting to continue to ride for at least
another 20 years.

Talking to my local Harley-Davidson
dealer, we discussed the pros and cons, and after
finding a used H-D sidecar, we matched it to my
1989 FLHS.

The setup was great, the ride was good but the
steering was super heavy with a stock front end
with 6.16 inches of trail.

Jim Dodson of HACK’D, published an article
about an English company hand building sidecars
and leading link front ends for many different
makes and models of motorcycles, including my
FLHS. Having talked to Jim Dodson and other
sidecar owners, I was pretty much sold on the idea
that a leading link front end should improve han-
dling.

To make a long story short, having exhausted
U.S. companies, I called Keith Wash of Unit
Sidecars, in England, and ordered a front end for
my FLHS. The parts arrived in about 30 days as
promised, and a few hours work converted the front
end on my Harley to a leading link front end.
Everything fit the way it was supposed to with Koni
shocks and brackets to remount my original front
fender . Certainly built to perfection, super work-
manship. Now to the real good part.

Handling.
Like someone said to me, it is like having

power steering. But much more so. The drag to the
right upon acceleration, is all but gone. The push to
the left upon deceleration is gone. I have better
pickup, better gas economy, but most important of
all, I now can ride all day without my arms getting

tired. This modification is probably the best thing
since sliced bread.

I am enclosing a few pictures of my rig for
your perusal and publication. Also, if anyone would
like more information, I would be more than happy
to share this information So for that purpose, please
feel free to publish my name and phone number.

Other than that, I hope this information will
help others as it has helped me. Riding with a hack
was always good, but now it is a pleasure.

Hans Sprenker, (914)855-9291

The address for Unit Sidecars is: Wethersfield
Road, Sible Hedingham, Essex C09 3LB, England.
Phone 44 (0787) 61000, and remember the time
difference. Great Britain is five hours ahead of the
Eastern North America time zone.
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Tour

By Martin J. Filiatrault
The San Francisco Bay Model and Marin

Headlands tour, organized, by West Coast VP
Alan Huntzinger and held on April 18th, was an
unqualified success! it was the kind of ride that
makes all the hassles of living in California,
worthwhile.

Riding through East Fort Baker toward Golden Gate Bridge.

BAY MODEL TOUR - AN EXCELLENT ADVENTURE

Highway 280 lived up to it's nickname of
the world's most beautiful freeway as my family
and I headed northward from Cupertino, fol-
lowed closely by my friend Randy, on his Honda.
Traffic was light, the sky was a spotless blue,
visibility was at least 100 miles, the hills were a
lush green and Crystal Springs Reservoir was a
breathtaking sight after being filled by this
winter's rain.

Gathering at Vista Point.
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Even the usually daunting 19th Avenue,
weekend traffic, was moving so well that we had
plenty of time to stop for gas before making our
way across the Golden Gate Bridge to the vista
point on the north end, which was the assigned
rendezvous point for the start of the run. Much to
the delight of the ever-present throng of  tourists,
we gradually gathered 10 sidecar rigs and three
solo bikes.

Del Ryan was one of the first to arrive; a
fact made more impressive by the fact that he
came all the way from Madera. But since he was
'riding his new rig, a BMW K100RT with a
Friendship III sidecar, he probably loved every
mile! Other riders included Kal Sofnauer on his
trusty old '75 GoldWing and Friendship I, Greg
Silva brought his Kawasaki 454 LTD with a neat
little Commuter sidecar, Jeff Smith and Ralph
Cuberos were both riding big Harleys with
Friendship I and II sidecars respectively, Jim Patt
came in on his classic '60 BMW and '53 Ural rig,
Ralph Harris was on his Aspencade pulling a
Friendship II, Beckham Kelly brought in a
Yamaha 750 tripple and Friendship I and I was
on my '84 GoldWing with a Friendship II
mounted. (California Sidecar should have
sponsored this run...) Solo riders included Randy
LeTarte on a Honda 700 Nighthawk and Dan
Doyle and Neil Jameson brought in their Harley
and BMW sans sidecars. (What's this? The Old
Guard losing the faith? Oh well, at least they
didn't come in cars.)

Shortly after Alan and Carol arrived on their
well-traveled BMW/Steib rig, we all mounted up
and Alan led as we meandered through East Fort
Baker and downtown Sausalito, to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Bay Model Visitors Center.
Here the group split up, some decided to tour the
old steam schooner "Wapama", while others
elected to tour the Bay Model. My daughter,
Nicole, was more interested in the "Wapama", so
she and I took that tour while my wife, Amy,
toured the model.

Unfortunately, there wasn't enough time to
take both tours, as they took more than 45 min-
utes each and we didn't want to risk missing out

Tour..

The group goes thru downtown Sausalito.

Model parking lot, the "Wapama" in
background.

on any of the beautiful riding that lay ahead.

Eventually we regrouped in the parking lot
and, following Alan's lead, we made our way
back through Sausalito and along

the spectacular scenery of the Darin Head-
lands. The fog that usually envelopes these areas
was a mile or so offshore, and the sun made for
comfortable riding in only shirtsleeves. Eventu-
ally we stopped for an informal lunch in a picnic
area adjacent to the old Minuteman ICBM missle
site by Battery Alexander, which featured a
breathtaking view of San Francisco and the
Golden Gate Bridge.

After rest and replentishment, some of the
assemblage proceeded on to hike out to the Point
Bonita lighthouse and took in the historical
information offered by the docent guide. Even
after all of this, everyone had plenty of time for
the ride home before day's end. If the rest of the
year's tours turn out as beautiful as this one did,
it's gonna be one great year!
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Gathering in parking lot.

View from "Wapama" toward Bay Model.

Stopped at picnic area.

Tour..
BAY MODEL TOUR - AN EXCELLENT ADVENTURE..

On the road through West Fort Baker.
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Rally

STURGIS #52
By Bob Anderson

August 3-9, 1992, was officially the 52nd Annual
Black Hills Motor Classic, held in Sturgis, South
Dakota. But it doesn't matter what the "official"
dates are, motorcyclists show up before and remain
after.

Sidecarists show up too.

I've only been attending since 1983, but over that
period of years, I've observed an increase in sidecar
attendance at Sturgis. Back in '83 and '84, I was there
on my own Watsonian Monza/Honda 650 Nighthawk
rig, but in the years since then, I've been there on a mix
of solo bikes or as a sidecar passenger in the rig of
South Dakota motorcyclist, Clarence Kessler.

Sturgis is one place that Harley-Davidson sidecar
rigs are almost commonplace. In fact, a person could
fill this entire publication up, just taking photos of

Sidecarists show up too.

factory H-D rigs. And even though I like them enough
to want one of my own, they all begin to look alike
after the first dozen have gone by.

The interesting part of sidecars at Sturgis, is the
variety of rigs that show up. One of the first outfits I
saw, on my first day there, was a different sort of BMW
boxer, with Steib, I believe. The BMW had a built up
cone nose, looking like it was covered with chunks of
heavy leather. It was definitely on the "rat bike" side
and you could appreciate the sense of humor the duo
riding it had. I hollered out, "class rig!", the lady
laughed and thanked me, leaned over and told the
driver, who busted up.

A day later, a rig came by that set an entirely
different mood. A gentleman with no hands or lower
arms, came by riding a rig, steering with what he had
for feet. The bike was an older Hondamatic twin, with
a homebrew hack, containing the man's family and his
wheel chair. He was a biker, liked motorcycles, was at
Sturgis and going to be a part of it! That's determina-
tion.

There are various ways to take in Sturgis, and I'm
not referring to the variety of races and tours, I'm
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referring to people and bike watching. One is to ride
around town, but with all the traffic, that soon gets old,
so you park and walk to look. Then, when you've tired
of that, you just pick a comfortable spot and wait. Just
about anything on wheels or feet, will ultimately
parade by, if you wait on Main Street, long enough.
Except, that is, exhibit and sales booths.

Down near the south end of town, near the
Interstate and across from the Motorcycle Museum and
Hall of Fame, Barry Bates was manning the Champion
Sidecars booth, wondering where his partner and other
rig were. I found the rig back on Main Street, outside
of the Motorvation Engineering booth in Mr. Al's, but
no side-car salesmen were to be found.

Later on, Larry Alger finally got his size 13 (or
was that size 15) feet into his booth, polishing up a
Motorvation Spyder sidecar, hooked up to a Harley-
Davidson FXSTS Springer Softail.

Back out on Main Street, one of the next rigs to
parade by was a Harley with a canoe sidecar... but since
the Sturgis river isn't very big, I had to reason that
perhaps that one got trailered in.

The three characters with the Vespa and sidecar,
painted in Desert Storm camo, complete with a
machine gun on the sidecar, probably trailered it in too,
but still, it all exhibited a good sense of humor and
made for fun watching all the nonsense.

Over on a side street, being parked next to a lea-

Rally..

ther goods shop and all but ignored, sat a fine old metal
body Harley-Davidson sidecar, hooked up to an
equally fine Duo-Glide. I don't know my Harley years
and history that well, but I always did like that old
metal Harley rig, complete with the spare wheel on the
back of the hack.

Another "rat rig" to parade by, was a collection of
odds and ends, bolted together on another home brew
hack. At first, it was a bit hard to figure out what the
heck powered the outfit, but then I saw the Moto Guzzi
cylinder behind a spare tire and caught the British
Columbia license plate, bolted on upside down. I don't
doubt for a moment that this rig was ridden every mile
of the way to Sturgis.

For a moment, the rumble of kJ-twins quieted
down and I heard a familiar old sound, the mellow
burble of a British twin. Sure enough, down the street
came a Norton Commando Roadster with a Spirit of
America sidecar. Dad was obviously there to take in
Sturgis and he had his hack for a good reason. Inside,
strapped into a child seat, was a kid that couldn't have
been much over two years. Probably the youngster's
first time at Sturgis. I wondered if they'd be back the
next year and the next, and so on. One thing, the kid
had a jump on me. It had taken me 40 years before I hit
town.

I hope Dad found a T-shirt in a small enough size.
By the time he's 40, he'll have quite a collection of
Sturgis T-shirts.
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Rally..
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STURGIS #52..
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‘tec Report
CONTROL IN TURNS
FACT AND FANTASY
By J.R. Ewing

The legend about blasting through a right
hand turn, front brake skillfully applied just
so, throttle (power) breaking loose the rear
wheel, producing a gracefully speedy exit from
the turn -- this is wishful thinking! Let's break
this maneuver down:

1. It must be performed on a slip-permissive
surface: dirt or gravel. I can conceive of a
truly outstanding rider in the ancient past,
performing this miracle on his equally
ancient roads, but I doubt it. This is NOT
the fast way through a corner.

2. This maneuver would require a rear tire with
limited tractive capacity.

3. I achieved just enough modest flat-tracking
to have learned that you must drive the front
wheel. It must be the arrow point of your
use of power. The front wheel may drift, and
does if you're turning fast times. It may skid,
which is exactly what you don't want. And it
may lift, in which case you'd better know
how to steer off the rear wheel

4. A flat-tracker and a skidding sidecar have
much in common. It is possible to produce
spectacular rooster tails. It is also possible
to wash that rear wheel out and go on your
bum. The added thrill from over-driving a
sidecar is that when you realize that things
have gone too far, and attempt to anchor the
rear wheel so that the rest of the outfit can
catch up with it, this is exactly when the
outfit tomes up and over you. This kind of
knowledge comes from mistakes.

5. In today's world, we all have enough trac-
tion capacity at the rear tire to tip the outfit,
lifting the sidecar instead of skidding. This
is sort of fun as you street corner at modest
speed, but it is darn thin ice at highway
time. There are too many unknowns out
there change in camber, etc.

6. I do not believe that a power slide, while
front wheel braking, can be done on pave-
ment, regardless of skill level. Remember,
the front brake control and the throttle
control are both on the right hand side, both
operated by the same hand.

An attempt to create a power slide" on a
hard surface pavement, is worse than Russian
Roulette: All six chambers are loaded. The
difference in traction between a cornering,
highly-stressed tire and a skidding tire, is
sudden and very significant, which is why auto
people are fooling with anti-skid brakes. We
sidecarists simply do not have enough horse-
power to "feather out" a power slide. If we do
not do a 180, our slide must end abruptly -- a
skidding tire regaining a foothold and sending
the outfit up and over it.

How about engine torque?
Another dangerous misconception from

the obscure past is of getting into a right-
hander too hot and applying throttle to push
the hack wheel down. This is not entirely bull
dung, but let's look at it:

1. This maneuver requires a longitudinal
(fore and aft) crankshaft. No conventional
crossways crankshaft will work.

2. This longitudinal crankshaft must spin
counter-clockwise. Thus, the equal and
opposite torque reaction will be clockwise
and will push down on the right hand on the
vehicle.

3. This counter-clockwise spinning crankshaft
must not be canceled out by a counter-
rotating alternator rotor, thus eliminating
any modern day bikes such as the
GoldWing, ST-1100, etc. Any sideways
engine that has been torque corrected, will
not have this "push" effect.

4. The preceding eliminates all but BMWs and
what else? Almost all our readers have
motorcycles that torque WITH the frame,
not across it. There is no way that a conven-
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tional engine can push down on the sidecar's
wheel.

5. I have over 100,000 BMW with Steib side-
cars attached and I looked for this wonderful
phenomenon. Now I am not going to be so
stubborn as to say it doesn't exist, but I
never found it. What I did find was that the
resulting acceleration from use of more
throttle in a right hand turn, lifted the side-
car just as it would on any other bike, per-
haps not as much, due to the BMWs heavy
flywheel. Whatever torque reaction benefits
I gained with more throttle, were over-
whelmed by additional centrifugal phenom-
ena, and the sidecar wanted to go up.

Now I will grant that somewhere in the
world there is someone owning a small dis-
placement BMW Boxer twin, that is so busy
accelerating a heavy flywheel, throttle applied,
that it didn't have much left to speed up the
motorcycle. Since this would produce a clock-
wise counter-torque, it is conceivable that
person may get a little push-down on the
sidecar. I'll listen to him, but I doubt it. Both
of the above attempts to control right-handers
are such, that attempting either one should be
discouraged. Sure, the BS and hot air and
exaggerated claims are part of the fun of
"talking" motorcycles, but this hot air is dan-
gerous if put to practice.

Counter-steering.
Also incorrect, but not particularly dan-

gerous, is a misunderstanding of what happens
when we ride with the sidecar in the air. The
outfit does not go over to counter-steering
unless it achieves a perfect balance. Short of
that condition, the handlebars want to flip left
because they must. Lift any sidecar, from the
sidecar wheel. Go ahead, any sidecar. The
front will tuck under and the handlebars flip to
the left. This is because of the trail, which by
now, most of us know we have. Trail is a lever
which we usually depend upon to stabilize the
motorcycle. The same lever will react to a

heavy side thrust, which is exactly what get
when we lift the sidecar short of perfect bal-
ance.

Let us consider the fellow who wishes to
establish a world's record for riding a sidecar
outfit on two wheels only, the sidecar in the
air.

He, of course, would lighten sidecar to
absolute maximum including installing an
undersized tire (less weight) on the sidecar. He
doesn't want the weight of a conventional
wheel/tire out there to deal with.

Reducing the sidecr weight to insignifi-
cance makes the motorcycle much easier ride
in near solo bike fashion, impress the gullible
and allow him to enter the record book. Under
those exact conditions, when he is solo biking
with only a suggestion of a sidecar alongside,
that fellow would counter-steering.

But you and I do counter-steer when we
lift our sidecars in a turn. We push left (steer
right) to counteract the fact that the sidecar's
weight is a sideload on our wheel, which is
mounted on a trail-lever and which wants to
move that lever. We push left to prevent this.

Prudence.
Reality is that an gets into a right-hander

too fast has made a MISTAKE in judgment.
The same applies to anyone who has got into a
left-hander too fast.  If you don't do a 180
[degree spin], you may lift the rear wheel of
the motorcycle and put it over the sidecar. You
have my personal testimony that this is a very
hard way to get off of a sidecar outfit.

Slow down early!

J.R Ewing

‘tec Report..

Reprinted from HOOSIER HACKS, V4N5,
July, 1991, by permission.
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METAMORPHOSIS
By Dan and Suzanne Whitlock

Making its first public appearance at the Central
California BMW Riders' meeting in Tracy, on October
13, 1991, was our sidecar rig, re-engined and repainted.
It was the fulfillment of a seven year dream.

We bought this BMW R69S in 1984. It wasn't in
very good cosmetic shape, but that was not important.
It had the features we wanted:Earles forks,

Windjammer frame-mounted fairing, large tank
and large dual seat. We intended to put a sidecar on it
and, some day, install a later engine and paint the whole
rig Dover white. However, that promised to be (and
was) expensive.

In the meantime, there were some preliminary
projects: shortening the gearshift footpeg to fit
Suzanne's petite foot, installing dual disc brakes in
front, adding a grab bar on the sidecar frame, rework-
ing the sidecar mounts, repairing dents in the tank and
front fender, straightening the fairing mounts and
welding them to the frame, re-covering the seat, and a
lot of miscellaneous tweaking.

We actually bought a sidecar before we got the
bike. It was an early Bingham, which means it had no
suspension. Every bump and hole in the road was
promptly transmitted to the passenger's backbone,
which made for a very tiring ride. We soon replaced it
with a Globe. This little beauty is a copy of a Steib
LS200, made in India. It is quite comfortable, has a soft
ride, and fits the classic look we wanted for the whole
rig.

The story of the disc brakes is worth telling in
itself. It is typical of our approach to the whole project.
I am not a welder, and not much of a mechanic. We
knew what we wanted, but we couldn't do it ourselves.

When we put the sidecar on the bike, it quickly
became obvious that the stock brakes were woefully
inadequate. The rig was really not safe to drive.

I had studied a beautiful matched pair of re-
engined sidecar rigs at the Northern California 49er
Rally, which had dual discs. The owners told me they
had used Triumph wheels and Kawasaki hubs, discs
and calipers. The spokes were custom made. I went
shopping at West Bay Cycle Salvage, in Mountain

Re-build
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View, and found the necessary parts, all Kawasaki,
except the twist grip/brake lever/reservoir assembly,
which was BMW. The advantage of this setup is that
the BMW axle fits the Kawasaki hub like they were
made for each other. We would prefer BMW parts, of
course, but neither I, nor anyone I talked to, including
the folks at California BMW, could think of a BMW
spoked wheel that would fit.

The next step was to find someone to do the
work. After some searching, we went to Cycle Special-
ties, on Maze Boulevard in Modesto, now the local
BMW dealer, but at that time a custom shop that
catered to Harleys and Hondas. A fellow worked there
(and still does) by the name of Scooter Bob. He looked
at the bike, we talked about what I wanted, and he said
he could do it. Two weeks later, it was ready. He
welded a couple of tabs to the undersides of the
swingarms, made a spacer for the axle, fitted braided
stainless steel brake lines and put it all together.

And does it work? You bet it does. Even with
three people and some luggage on board, the whole rig
stops straight and short. And, with Earles forks, there is
no front-end dive. Eat your hearts out, ye poor wretches
with telescopic forks. The cost, parts and labor, was a
little over $600 (this was in 1985).

Scooter Bob also did most of the other modifica-
tion work mentioned at the beginning of this article,
over a period of several years.

Finally, we were ready for the Big Step. At the
49er Rally, on Memorial Day weekend, 1991, I had
talked with Rick Weber, owner of Sign of the Twins, in
Redwood City. I had met Rick when he worked at
California BMW, and had heard good things about his
work. On the weekend after the rally, we took the rig to
Rick's shop, together with a 1978 R100 engine/
transmission and other parts purchased from Cycle
Specialties. The work Rick did included:

Disassemble the entire rig. Modifying the frame
for the new engine and transmission. Beadblasting the
heads and installing lead-free seats. Painting and
pinstriping. Repacking bearings on all three wheels.
Stainless steel spokes on sidecar wheel. Installing new
engine, transmission, instruments, turn signals, wiring
harness, battery, 12 volt lights, deep oil pan and many
other parts.

Re-build..
Reassembling and road testing rig.

At last, after seven years of planning, searching,
work, frustration, trial and error, it is (mostly) done. It
is, by design, a mixture of old and new: old chassis,
wheels, sidecar and paint scheme; new fairing, engine
and brakes. And it all works beautifully. There are a
few small parts that didn't get painted, but we will take
care of those this winter. The front turn signals were
added after the photos were taken.

The difference in power is astounding. The
combination of a freshened 1,000cc engine and a five-
speed transmission, give the rig a flexibility it never
had with an R69S engine and sidecar rear end. Before,
it was just working too hard at almost any speed to
really be comfortable. Now I can pass cars going uphill
in fifth gear!

We have never done such a project before, and
probably never will again. It had all the pluses and
minuses of any remodeling project. A better analogy is
to a work of art. That is what a motorcycle can be -- a
movable, usable thing of beauty. We look forward to
moving it and using it for years to come.
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‘tec Session
AUTO TIRES ARE NOT FOR
MOTORCYCLE RIMS!
By Hal Kendall

The subject of auto tires came up, as it
always does, at the recent tech session given by
Crandall Weaver, at the 1992 National.

A quite vocal sidecarist, in response to the
problem that "the auto tire is very hard to get to
seat onto the motorcycle rim", had this to say:
 "No problem, just blow the heck outa the
tire. It will seat when inflated to 100 psi or
more!", or words to that effect.

This upset Crandall so much he asked my
assistance to expound on the safety issues in-
volved.

Auto tires have much to offer serious
sidecarists, as the flat tread is exactly what a
sidecarist needs for maximum tread wear. He
never leans his rig to the right, and only rarely
does his sidecar lift for any appreciable dis-
tances. He does not need the fancy rounded, or
"Vee" profile, sought by the solo rider who drives
to the limits. Nor does he need the hard sidewall
to minimize tire distortion when the bike is
heeled over at an almost impossible angle; he
drives most of the time in an upright attitude.

Better he has flexible sidewalls to ease his
rig over the Nations rough super highways. He
needs all the suspension he can get as he has
stiffened up the rear suspension when he added
his sidecar, or at least he should have done so.
Also, he does not need the soft road gripping
tread compound as there is little fear of his rig
sliding on it's side from exiting a greasy corner.
Better he has a hard tread compound for maxi-
mum wearability, especially with tires going for
$80 to $140 a carcass.

What type of tire has just been described?
Why, it is the standard sports type radial tire, of
course. And there is just one tire-wheel combina-
tion that seems to link motorcycles and cars. The
15 inch wheel as found on certain makes and
models. Rumor has it that our past USCA Presi-

dent laced the rim of a Honda 15 inch alloy
wheel onto his Laverda rear hub, so he could use
auto tires on his outfit. Guilty as charged, but do
NOT copy!

The problem is that the 15 inch auto tire and
the 15 inch motorcycle tire do NOT have the
same inner diameter. The auto tire actually has a
smaller ID than the motorcycle tire, deliberately
so, and for your own protection. They are de-
signed for different purposes and should never be
interchanged. It is not material that the best tire
for our use was never designed for our applica-
tion.

True, there are a few outfits that have
special wheels that are designed for the auto
wheel, either because the rim was built in con-
formance with the specifications for an auto tire
rim, or because the motorcycle rim was re-
matched to bring it into compliance with specifi-
cations for an auto rim.

And yes, there are a few auto tires that have
been used on motorcycle rims without modifica-
tion. Let's talk about this.

The most hazardous (for your personal
safety) time is when you try to mount these auto
tires. The steel beads that make up the bead
protection, are not rings of steel, but lengths of
steel wire. They are held in place only by the
stiction of the rubber to the steel. They are
designed to be safe to the rated pressure of the
tire, only, but they will usually hold in place if
this pressure is increased by a few pounds. That
means that if the tire is rated by the manufacturer
to withstand 35 psi, that it certainly can with-
stand 35 psi, and may possibly stand 40 psi
without damage. This certainly does not mean it
can stand 80 or 100 psi as stated by our friend at
the lead of this article.

Some may recall the photos we published
several years ago of two new 15 inch 165
Firestone radials that exploded in just this fash-
ion. The first tire was installed by a motorcycle
dealership, ignorant in the folly of installing auto
tires onto motorcycle rims. That exploded during
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fitment. The Firestone dealer incorrectly assumed
the tire he sold was defective, so he gave the
sidecarist another new tire. This time the owner
and a friend attemptedto perform the installation
but they were not so lucky. When this tire ex-
ploded, it knocked the sidecarist on his rear and
hurt his pride. He could have died.

Several persons are killed each year from
exploding truck tires. The explosive force held in
an inflated tire is equivalent to a stick of dyna-
mite. A few have, by chance, gotten by and were
able to fit an auto tire onto a motorcycle rim, but
for every one that I have heard that got by with it,

I have also heard of a case where the tire
blew out on fitment. The tires that blew were not
all the same brand, nor the same size. Blown
tires included the 15SR145, the 155R155, and
the 155R165. I have not heard of a 155R125 or a
15SR135 blowing out on installation, but these
also should not be used except on an auto rim, or
a rim configured to auto specs.

There is a farm wheel that takes a 155R135
tire, sells for less than $40 and can be modified
for use on a BMW. It was written up in the
SIDECARIST. Contact Bob Bolton, P.O. Box
130, Columbus, TX 78934, for details. Please
include a S.A.S.E.

‘tec Session
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Rally
20th BRASS MONKEY
APPROACHES - LOOK
BACK AT EARLY YEARS
By Bob Anderson

What were you doing on December 27,
1975? Shivering? Wishing there was somewhere
to go and ride?

 For a few sidecarists, there was the 3rd
Annual Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally to attend,
located in the California mountain town of
Idyllwild, at 5,300 feet elevation. Some of them
camped the weekend.

Myself, I had a visiting friend, that I put on
my XL350 Honda thumper, while I fired up my
trusty old Kawasaki Mach III with Bingham
Mark I sidecar (all 60-some thousand miles of
it), and we made a day ride of it, just up and
back, from the San Diego area.

A few photos got taken, that for whatever
reason, never were developed in more than a
proof sheet form, then hidden away in my collec-
tion.

The FIRST ever, Brass Monkey Sidecar
Rally, was plugged in the What's Happening
listing of ROAD RIDER Magazine, back in the
December 1973 issue, mentioning that you could
contact George Hays in Midway City, CA, or Art
Jacobson in Chicago, IL, for further information.
And a few people showed up in Flagstaff, Ari-
zona.

One of them was San Diego biker/sidecar-
ist, John Gelles, who dug up a classic wine bottle
with a monkey cast into it... a traditional bottle
that attends every year, refilled with fresh wine.

1974 saw the Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally
move "down" to Sedona, Arizona, where it was
reputed that Art Jacobson rented a motel room
and Bill Pettijohn, brought his RV and donated
warm kitchen space for camp cooking.

1975, the subject of these rare photos, saw
the hearty souls move the Rally to California.
Since then, the Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally has

sort of alternated between CA and AZ, with
Mexico thrown in as an alternative.

Also, as Dave Tenpenny puts it, somewhere
in all these years of Brass Monkey Rallies, they
mellowed out from seeing who was tough and
dumb enough to show up and suffer, to switching
the dates to the Washington's Birthday Weekend
and aiming for lower, and warmer, locations.

Just this year of 1992, saw the Rally put on
at Davis Camp, Arizona, across the Colorado
River from Laughlin, Nevada, and upstream
from Bullhead City. There, current Rally non-
host Dave Tenpenny, and his cohorts (and the
ever present monkey wine bottle), fixed the
historic 20th Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally site as
El Golfo, Sonora, Mexico. Before you get upset
that it sounds a country away, that is approxi-
mately 90 miles south of Yuma, Arizona, or 66
miles down into mainland Mexico.

After I goofed and mentioned the wrong
month in the coming events section of the last
SIDECARIST, Dave called to chew my ear, set
me straight and demanded that I correct the
official date as Washington's Birthday Weekend,
1993, which is February 13-14-15.

I hope that Dave appreciates the fact that I
used all this space to correct my mistake, draw
attention to the correct dates, toss in a bit of
trivia history and so on. Oh yeah, don't forget
your Lomatil and brush up on riding in soft sand.
They say it can tricky getting down to the beach
to camp. But that's just for solobikes. Right,
Dave?
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The BM was the idea of a fellow named
Art Jacobson and I. We figured the U.S. should
have a counterpart to the Elephant Rally held in
Germany. We thought Flagstaff should be
challenging enough. "Cold enough to freeze the
[you know what] off a Brass Monkey". It was
billed as a no one in charge, do your own thing
rally with events such as tire kicking, sniveling,
shivering and telling lies around the campfire. I
haven't heard of, or from, Art Jacobson for a
bunch of years. Last I heard, he was in Tucson.

Rally..
20th BRASS MONKEY APPROACHES..

The second BM was in Sedona, the third
BM was in Idyllwild and was organized by Keith
McCartney.

After the 3rd, the BM lost track of me -- I
never found out where and when it was to be
held and heard about it only when it was over. It
seems different people over the years, have taken
charge and organized it. Quite remarkable, yes?
Twenty years -- Impressive! --George Hays,
Manhattan, MT.
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This is the Hays' rig.

Rally..
20th BRASS MONKEY APPROACHES..

The gentleman standing at the far right, is George Hays, early rally organiz er.
At the left, barely visible, is the author's Bingham rig, behind the Mach III.
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At the latest 1992 Brass Monkey Rally (Davis Camp, AZ), Dave Tenpenny hides in the shade
with attendees, including the infamous Monkey Wine Bottle.

Rally..
20th BRASS MONKEY APPROACHES..

I won't hazard a guess as to the make of the above sidecar, but I will note the (then) new
GoldWing, that attracted a lot of attention.
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Membership Update
John Dauginas, Past Acting President

This election article, first ran in the May-June issue of
the SIDECARIST, however, it has become apparent that
many USCA members never received this mailing, so most
of the details will be repeated here, along with an extended
voting deadline.

It's now time to try voting for your own USCA officers.
We have a national association that performs a unique
service, and a lot of you have expressed your desire to help
USCA grow, by bringing in new ideas and "blood", through
the election process. Running for election and voting, is easy!

The first step in the election procedure involves the
nomination of officers and directors to run for office. Below,
is what that involves, and I hope everyone that has desired to
participate in these elections, will do so.
Nomination Procedures

The following positions are open for nomination:
President, Vice-President, Secretary Treasurer, five Director-
ships, one each for West, Central, MidWest, Northeast and
Southeast, and the Director of Sidecar Safety Program. The
states assigned to each director are described in the Standing
Rules of Order. The duties of the officers and directors are
described in the Constitution, but for the sake of simplicity:
President

Runs the meetings. Represents the USCA to other
organizations. Votes as a Board member only to break tie
votes. Can sign checks.
Vice-President

Fills in when the President cannot attend. Can sign
checks.
Secretary

Keeps meeting minutes, receives membership requests
(and forwards the money to the Treasurer). Prints mailing
labels for the SIDECARIST. Can sign checks.
Treasurer

Receives dues from the Secretary, pays all bills. Should
be signing checks, with any one of the above as the second
signator.
Director

For the area represented, helps keep local sidecar clubs
or associations informed of National activities. Keeps both

ears open to the membership and represents them at all
meetings.
Director, SSP

This directorship is to give board representation of the
Sidecar Safety Program, which has been established as a
separate entity from the USCA, but is still funded by member
contributions.

If you'd like to run for any one of the forgoing posi-
tions, all you need to do is the following:

1. One one sheet of paper, give your name, address, USCA
membership # and the position that you are running for.
Have three (3) other members of the USCA print and sign
their names and give their membership numbers.

2. On another sheet of paper, put your name and the position
that you're running for, followed by a position and
background statement. We ask for a limit of 150 words.
Please print or type this information.

3. Find a recent picture of yourself, preferably a head shot.
(This is optional, but does help others recognize you.)

4. Send all the forgoing to: USCA Nomination Committee
Larry DeVos, 248 Jefferson St., Muncie, IN 46222

5. IMPORTANT! Be sure to have your materials sent
(postmarked) to the Nomination Committee, no later than
December 1, 1992.

The members of the Nomination Committee will
review your materials, check the word count of your state-
ment and the validity of the petition. They will then forward
the materials on to the editor, who will then publish them all
in one special edition of the SIDECARIST.

For those of you that think we should have kept the
"old way" of doing things, think about the chance you'd have
to actually choose who you'd want running things and the
thought that this becomes an organization that is driven more
from it's membership.

I hope all of you find this procedure and process easy
and clear. Remember, we are just giving elections a try! This
is not a major issue, but one that many members thought
would bring the USCA some freshness.
--John Dauginas, Past Acting President
(Repeated as the original address to send the
vote was in error.  We will keep this up until
we get someone to vote.)

Vote
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MC Run

BATH TUB DERBY
By Ed Johnson

Sunday, September 6, 1992, marked the
date for the annual Bathtub Derby, an AMA
Timed Road Run. The location was Stable Sport
and Touring, a sidecar shop located in Beecher,
Illinois. Participants were directed on a course
covering approximately 70 miles, laid out by
pathfinder, Terry Strassenburg. The rural area
roads gave up the usual complement of twisties,
hills, tree arched roads, well kept farms and a
stretch of profuse growth along the Kankakee
River.

Marilyn Johnson, well known local sidecar-
ist, was in charge, assisted by Donna and Jim
Fosek, Judy and Joe Bucholz and Becky Stras-
senburg.

Louis Wille, born 1915. First Place Bathtub Derby.

Rodney Dabe, three time High Point Winner,
Bathtub Derby, AMA Timed Road Run 1992

Champ.
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For the third time, the high point traveling trophy
was captured by Rodney Dabe, with a score of 999,
only one point from perfect. Both his wife and daugh-
ter accompanied him aboard his Slash Two BMW/
Steib, a real champion on a classic rig.

First Place was won by Louis Wille, BMW/
Velorex. He was born in 1915... are you counting?
Second Place winner, Pat O'Brien, BMW/EML,
carried his sons Kevin and Tim, and wife Doreen.
Third Place went to Joe Walano, an Italian with an
Italian motorcycle; Moto Guzzi / Velorex outfit.

In conjunction, for the solo riders, there is a
Shower Derby. High point traveling trophy winner was
Jim Gribbin, actually a sidecarist, who is in-between
moving his Hannegan sidecar from a BMW to a
GoldWing.

First Place, Joseph Herleink Sr.,

Second Place, Joe Heerlein,

Third Place, the Reverend, Gery Mestek.

For the less combative, a Poker Run accompanies
the schedule.

Winners in this class were

First Place, Keven O’Brien,

Second Place, Charlie Hall and

Third Place, Earl McDermott.

Next year the Bathtub Derby will be held in the
vicinity of Rockport, Illinois.  It will start at the rural
home of Evelyn and Joe Walano, both avid sidecarists.

The ever moving Northern Illinois Sidecarists,
Inc., an affiliate club of the United Sidecar Association,
Inc., are the promoters of the Bathtub Derby. The next
event they are sponsoring is the nationally know Polar
Bear Ride, January 1, 1993. Also, they will be the hosts
of the breakfast before the Motorcycle Expo,
Rosemont, Illinois, in February, well attended each year
by the “movers and shakers” of the many motorcycle
clubs in the area. Then the NIS will be manning the
USCA booth at this Expo. They are also the origin, and
support group, of the USCA Sidecar Safety Program,
Inc.

MC Run..

Shower Derby Winner, 1st Place, Joeseph
Herelink, Sr., Timed Road Run, AMA Solo

Class.

Poker Run winners (1 to r) Earl McDermott,
Charlie Hall, and Kevin O'Brien.

Karl Hruska, wife and two children, K model
BMW with Motorvation sidecar.
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“Can’t ride anything but a kickstart rig.
Smashed the button every time he tried an electric start bike.”

the Lighter Side
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Advt
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Coming Events
Send your sidecar event listings to:
USCA CALENDAR, P.O. Box 191, Lakeside,
CA 92040; Deadline: January-February, 1993
issue - 16 November, 1992.
January 1, 1993, PolarBear Run. Northern

Illinois Sidecarists, Inc., 3400 W. Juniper Ave.,
Joliet, IL 60435.

February 13-15, 1993, 20th Annual Brass Mon-
key Sidecar Rally, El Golfo, Sonora, Mexico.
Information: Dave Tenpenny, 2671 W. Tolosa
Cir., Tucson, AZ 85701

August 5-8, 1993, USCA 1993 NATIONAL
RALLY, Cook Forest, Pennsylvania. Kalyumet
Campground, Lucinda, PA. Preregistration
(before June 30, 1993), age 16 and up: $28; 7-
15: $7; 6 and under; free. Information: Art &
Carol Massey, 280 Congress St., Bradford, PA
16701 (814)362-6868; [work; (814)940-
2422], or: Jim and Marilyn McManus, 417
Falconer St., Jamestown, NY 14701 (716)665-
6335. Also see ad in this issue.
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Sidecarist Classifieds are $4 for members and
$5 for nonmembers for two issues.
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1984 Kaw Voyager-Terraplane sidecar, leading

link front end, Escapade trailer. Great buy at
$5,500 or possible trade. Mike ihillips, 3838
N. Massachusetts, Portland, OR 97227.
(503)288-3351.

Goldwing trike, lo miles, fairing, music. A real
beauty, Canadian built, hitch. Trailer too.
Priced at $6,500. Take light sidecar in trade.
W.D. Miller, 2410 W. Charleston, Phoenix,
AZ 85023. (602)863-1656.

1974 BMW R75/6 with CA hack. 22K miles,
bags/fairing luggage rack, lights, carpeted,
cover. Exceptional buy, $3,400. Chet Johnson,
7790 SVL PO Victorville, CA 92392.
(619)243-7669.

1982 Aspencade and Watsonian Oxford. 3K
miles on motor. Leading link, new shocks, 15
in. wheels with radials. Steel braided brake
lines. $7,500. Jerry E. Cokel, P.O.Box 411,
Stronghurst, IL 61480. (309)924-1621.

Pr Wixom model 303 bags. One model 304 trunk
with hard ware and side bars for bags, white
blue trim. Nice condition. Came off 1975 R90/
6. $150 for all. Louis Wille, 220 Market St.,
Momence, IL 60954. (815)472-4864.

Need cycle frame sidecar Fittings. Ball stud or
clevis type two bolt clamp style. W.D. Miller,
2410 W. Charleston, Phoenix, AZ 85023.
:602)863-1656.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
California Friendship II Sidecar. Tinted Wind-

shield, Com. top, chrome steering damper,
chrome luggage rack, chrome wrap around
bumper, driving light, rear view mirror, venti-
lation hatch, tilt seat, storage compartment,
carpet through out, two tone paint. sell $2,700
OBO. Budd Cohen, 5512 East 8th St., Tucson,
AZ 85711. (602)745-6773.

 Classifieds
1982 GL1000 w/ CA II hack. CB, intercom. Bike

and hack med. brown. 48K miles, b&w TV,
surry top cover. $6,200.00. Robert Young.
(615)367-9023. Leave message.

1981 Goldwing with 87 Calif. Sidecar, elect tilt
30K mi. Lots of xtras - both Al shape, would
seperate. 1978 BMW R100S, 15K mi. orig.
owner. (713)337-2974. Lou Gray. (TX area)

Wanted:
Need cycle frame sidecar fittings. Ball stud or

clevis type two bolt clamp style. W.D. Miller,
2410 W. Charleston, Phoenix, AZ 85023.
(602) 863-1656.

83 Honda Goldwing w/ Color-matching Hitch
Hiker & trailer. 21,000 miles. AM-FM Cas-
sette, CB, intercom, lots of chrome. $7,000.
Donald Critchlow, (412)863-9483, 229 Sunset
Ave., North Huntington, PA 15642

Classic M66 Ural 650cc M/c with H hack. Two-
time winner Isle of Vashon, Best East Euro-
pean. Extra wheels, parts, manuals. Never
imported to U.S. $3500 RARE. Barry
Newsom,, 24302 44th Ave. West, Mountlake
Terrace, WA 98043, (206)776-8345.

1991 Harley Ultra sidecar. New factory warranty.
Two-tone ruby, all mounting hardwear. Best
offer over $4,000. May deliver. Call (312)631-
5432. John Mihalik. Keep trying (Chicago).

Create your own sidecar empire! Terraplane
bodies, all fiberglass, basic black + molds,
Good condition or parts: 9 bottoms, 89 lids, 98
tops - all for $4,500. Will Wordley, (206) 365-
1379, P.O. Box 55291, Seattle, WA 98155.

Neval-Dnepr parts for sale. Large stock. Several
bikes. Parts & bikes wanted. Rainwater, (405)
466-2580, Rt. 1 Box 57-A, Coyle, OK 73027.

Wanted:
First time sidecar owner seeks tips or info on

tires, line-up, special needs for Vetter
Terraplane. Company is no longer in business.
Sally P. Arey, HCR 33, Box 540, Waterman's
Beach Road, South Thomaston, Maine 04858
(207)594-7003.
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MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.

Your ad
reaches

thousands of
sidecar

enthusiasts
all over the

world.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards
Rates per year are $30.00 for
USCA members (include
member #) and $50.00 for non-
members for 6 issues, 1 year.
Send in US funds to Jim
Krautz, N. 950 Circle S Trail,
Rathdrum, ID 83858.
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Bookshop
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